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These organisations are quite peripheral
to the heart of Europe and wanted to 
support their regions’ development. 
Each brought a network of local partners
and worked with young disadvantaged
people, either physically, mentally 
or geographically. Our participants - up 
to 40 per partner - completed activities 
in each other’s countries and formed
multi-national groups and teams. 

At the first meeting in Slovakia, in
November 2007, themes were 
developed. Partners ran projects at 
four month intervals, receiving young
people, artists and supporting staff. 

Backed by the EU Culture 2007-2013 programme, CHANTICA 
was also supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund, through

Bassenthwaite Reflections.Wearable art, introduced by Fashion 
from the Landscape, has been a particular focus.

The 24-month project involved six partners:
Grampus Heritage & Training Limited, from England;

ARCH, Scotland; Vitra Sustainable Development, Slovenia;
STROPEK, Slovakia; e-ISOTIS, Greece, and the Akrotiri

Environmental Education and Information Centre (AEEIC), Cyprus.

Together they investigated elements 
of the local cultural landscape, including: 

● sites
● local populations, often 

older people
● historic costume
● music, dance, legends,

festivals and superstitions
● traditional skills and materials

From these explorations, they created
contemporary art, costume and 
multi-faceted performances. 

chantica
CULTURE, HISTORY AND NATURE, TOGETHER IN CONTEMPORARY ART

Performances have emerged throughout the project with a 
truly European dimension, combining art with a celebration of 

contemporary and historic links across Europe
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Themes were selected by the young people themselves.
They learned new cultural and traditional skills, some
principles of sustainability (Local Agenda 21) and
began to understand how culture and art can be
strong tools for rural development.

In 2008, we celebrated the European Year of
Intercultural Dialogue and, as a partnership, 
we recognise and agree with current European 
thinking:

Partners especially recognised that cultural and natural
heritage is a development asset and wanted to explore
this on a European level. EU policy shaped partners’
thinking on cultural co-operation and provided a
framework that was applied to each project and 
every action.

All our work has been guided by the Council of
Europe’s cultural standards: 

● Respect of identity and cultural diversity 
● Respect of freedom, expression,

association and opinion 
(in line with the European Convention on Human Rights) 

● Support of creativity 
● Making culture and the development 

of culture accessible to all people

“The cultural and natural heritage 
provides a sense of identity and helps 
to differentiate communities in a climate
of globalisation.

It allows cultural communities to 
discover and understand one another
and, at the same time, constitutes a
development asset’ (Council of Europe 2006).”

As a director of Grampus Heritage and Training, 
Martin was responsible for leading the team that 
developed and delivered CHANTICA.  

Martin Clark

A well-earned beer after creating a clay-built sauna, complete
with wood and glass artwork
......................................................................................

Qualified as a forester, he
was former acting head of
the UK’s National School of
Forestry at Newton Rigg in
Cumbria. These days,
Martin is concerned with
wider rural development
issues and especially the
problems facing young 
people in the countryside. 

He explains: “I believe 
very strongly that culture,
history and nature are the
main assets of Europe’s
rural areas and that to 
add value to them in a 
sustainable way - involving
young people in the process
- is where the future lies.”

Martin is a passionate 
supporter of the EU. He
said: “ Grampus has been
very successful in applying
for European funding for
rural development. 

“We have a lot to thank the
EU’s Directorate General for
Education and Culture for.

“Through Leonardo da
Vinci, Youth and Culture
2007-2013, we have made 
a massive impact over 
32 European countries in 
the last 12 years. 

CHANTICA, supported
by Culture 2007-2013, 
has been the culmination 
of a lot of rich and varied
work that has changed lives. 

For me, this is the real
European Union; nothing 
to do with whether a 
cucumber is straight 
enough or whether we 
use inches or centimetres
to measure things.”
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Working with artists and craftsmen, using traditional
skills and techniques to inspire them, they explored 
contemporary art and costume.

Kailyards, the old Scottish word for vegetable 
garden, was the theme of a far-reaching programme 
at Auchindrain Museum, in Scotland. Skills that 
everyone had at the turn of the 18th century were
shared. They included traditional cooking, pole lathe
turning and basket making; and contemporary uses
were found for them.

Storytelling workshops highlighted traditional songs 
and dance. The week-long gathering was celebrated
with a kailyard ceilidh, along with dancing, singing, 
storytelling, a fashion show and exhibition.Kailyards

CHANTICA brings together young people from
Slovakia, Slovenia, Greece, Cyprus, England and
Scotland to explore and learn about each other’s
cultures and traditions.

.................................
Top: Participants made a 
tunnel to ‘pass through’ which
represented a sort of arrival
into an older time; like a time
gate... but also into a state of
European union.
Left: Using basket making
and weaving techniques to
make a skirt a poor village girl
might have worn for ‘fancy fun’
Right upper: Singing and
story-telling were an important
part of the art in Scotland.
Right lower: Lauren and
Sarah have a go at using a
shave-horse.
Bottom left: The completed
‘time gate’ tunnel festooned
with European flags.
Bottom centre: Traditional
food gathered from the wild.
Bottom right: More flags
catch the Argyll breeze, letting
everyone know that Europe
had come to the West of
Scotland.
..........................................

traditions
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Elfie is from northern Greece and lives in the
city of Thessaloniki. She is a volunteer with 
e-ISOTIS working with disadvantaged children.
Since graduating in law, she writes speeches 
for political figures.

Elfie Lousiopoulou

Greece

For you, what is the best thing about 
joint European working?
Meeting people of different cultures, learning
about them and integrating. It is the joy 
of working together with others towards a 
common cause, realising the power of people
and experiencing European unity in its most
human sense!

Can modern art be used to rescue skills, 
traditions and local sustainable products?
Art is powerful. In all its different forms, it is the
best way to preserve tradition and pass it on to
future generations. It can become a piece of
contemporary history in its own right and, at the
same time, its construction can provide valuable
lessons in materials, and traditional skills. 

Elfie helped in Scottish and Slovakian projects
(pictured below), weaving a piece of wall art
with Mairi Urquhart from Scotland. 

What role can art play in sharing social 
and environmental issues?
Art is the most sincere narrator of reality! 
Armed with its magnificent impact on people’s
hearts and minds, it is one of the most powerful
weapons in rising
awareness – both by
method and content. 
It makes statements
that can be globally
understood, regardless
of barriers.
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The Feel of Felt
The CHANTICA Scottish and English fashion shows,
were inspired by Norse, particularly mythology and the
ash tree Yggdrasil, which holds together heaven
(asgard), earth (midgard) and the underworld. 

A gathering involving Slovakians, Slovenians, English
Cypriots and Greeks joined local felt makers to craft a
display from felt, thread and fabric. Branches from the
ash tree are in the heavens, trunk in earth and the roots
penetrate down to the underworld. Beneath the 
branches lived the three Norn maidens, who knew 
the past, present and future. Norns spun together the
strands of people’s lives creating their fate. Their pets
were two swans who had world influence over their
species.

To make our felt, we used: a flat surface, hot water, soap 
(i.e. olive-oil soap), a fine bamboo blind or a mat, plastic
sheeting or bubble wrap, a towel, a plastic bottle with holes 
in the lid (like a salt shaker), a piece of nylon net and 
felting needles.

Once we had a basic felt sheet, we added some thick pre 
felted pieces which were to become the trunk and branches 
of  Yggdrasil the ash tree and some netting and fabric 
which became the cloaks of the three Norn maidens.

Additional decoration can be added by embroidery,
appliqué, beads, or by 'dry felting' with a felting needle.

Felt Making



There is an air of mystery too. It is unclear if anyone has
delved into the source of this symbol. Researching origin is
fascinating. Possibly different groups were using similar
symbols and meanings without coming into contact 
with each other? Was the knot exclusive to one culture,
then through time and migration, adopted by others? 
Perhaps the adoption of this symbol is what kept it alive? 

Popular theories and meaning have been debated 
over many years. Was it: 

iinnffiinniittee  wwiissddoomm  ooff  aa  lleeaaddeerr  ((BBuuddddhhiisstt))
iinntteerrttwwiinniinngg  ooff  wwiissddoomm  aanndd  ccoommppaassssiioonn
ddeeccoorraattiioonn  aanndd  ffaasshhiioonn  
ll iiffee’’ss  ccyyccllee  --  ll iiffee,,  ddeeaatthh  aanndd  rree--bbiirrtthh

Many attribute the latter to the Norse 
valknot - a variation of the endless knot 
which consists of three interlocking triangles. 
The valknot has been found on many Viking
artifacts, including the Stora Hammar, and a
Viking Age painted stone in Sweden. Vikings
were obviously using the endless knot before
they reached Britain. Valknot is a modern
name for this Viking symbol. 

The three point design is by no means 
exclusive to the Norse as the number three 
is hugely symbolic in many different cultures 
and religions. For example, in Christianity,
it is the Holy Trinity - Father, Son, Holy Spirit. 
In cable knitting, gravestones and tattoos, 

the endless knot is everywhere.

Other variations can be seen in 
Cumbria, on Viking Age crosses 
and hogbacks - commerative stones.
Maybe Vikings and Celts had their 
own, separate knot symbols, then 
collaborated? Vikings may have 
commissioned Celts as stonemasons.
The Norse were not previously known 
for such skills. They are clearly not the
work of Celts alone as the crosses and
hogbacks depict Norse mythology. 

In search of the

endless knot
The endless knot seems to be one of the most 
used and adapted symbols in history. It features 
in many ancient cultures, such as the Vikings, 
Celts, Tibetan Buddhists, Chinese, Romans,
and Christians. 
Even in recent years, people have adopted it.
Corporate companies, rock bands and TV 
shows have turned it into logos and the 
endless knot is a classic adornment.

...........................................
Traditional lacemaking
CHANTICA produced knotwork 
patterns
...........................................

................................
Marianne Lusby
worked in the CHANTICA
project in England, Slovakia
and Cyprus.
................................

It is fascinating that there is so much history surrounding a symbol and 
motif many of us will see in everyday life.
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Vikings seemed to have
previously favoured 
painting on more rough
shaped stones, shown on
Stora Hammar Stone.
Some of the commissioned
designs - including the 
valknot – could have been
adapted or evolved, or 
perhaps merged with other
Celtic designs for knotting. 

The Gosforth Cross in West
Cumbria - and a copy in
the grounds of Aspatria
church – are good 
examples.

Most of the endless knots
on the cross are thought 
to be purely decorative.
Carved scenes have been
interpreted as Norse
mythology and Christian
scenes. The head of the
cross bears four simple
three-pointed endless
knots, echoing features of
the valknot. However, they
could also be a Christian
symbol representing the
Holy Trinity. Pagan and
Christian beliefs were likely
to be overlapping when it
was constructed.
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................................
Nene: with a sample of the
three-pointed endless knot
design.
................................

I can often be found in churchyards
across the county, looking at artistic
styles and Norse mythology, or 
scrutinising cross fragments and 
other artefacts. I have also studied
archaeology - different to history - 
and run many of Grampus’s 
traditional skills’ workshops.

I think my best project was the 
reconstruction of a medieval shieling,
an upland shelter for farmers. Built 
by volunteers at Trotters World of
Animals in Cumbria, it was the 
culmination of all my experience 
and skills. It needed historical
research, traditional construction 
techniques, not to mention project
management.

Andy Winthorpe
Grampus Project Manager

As historian and project manager 
for Grampus, my speciality is in
Norse settlement in Britain, but 
especially Cumbria.

Norse settlers in Cumbria will always
be my passion, and since expanding
into education I’ve found a very
rewarding way to live. Running
diverse workshops ranging from 
Stone Age smelting kilns to bird 
surveys and coppicing techniques 
is great.

Let’s face it, this historian is much
more comfortable with an axe or
barking knife than a pen! I like 
finding out how people in the past
might have lived by going out and
trying to recreate their skills, tasks
and ways of life.



In just over two years, CHANTICA brought 
together over 500 people to search out old skills

from across Europe and find new uses for them.

Wool plays a pivotal part in the history of our 
cultural landscapes. To preserve this precious 

countryside we need to keep hill farms viable 
and continue working with wool in innovative 

and creative ways. 

Wonders of

Sara Gadd, a graduate from the University of Cumbria
runs a millinery business in Corby Hill and worked with
over 40 young people from Cumbria plus Greece,
Cyprus, Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania and Scotland
to create hard-hitting hats.

“ The days I spent in 
the UK and Slovakia
were the best of my 
life.”

“Working as part of the CHANTICA project
was an extremely enjoyable and rewarding
experience. Bringing together minds from 
a wide variety of cultures ensured 
participants were enriched with a 
diverse range of new experiences,
materials, landscapes and traditions.
Projects like this help the survival 
of cultural values so they 
are not forgotten.”

wool

Herdwick, this ancient
breed is unique in 
its appearance and
renowned for its 
extreme hardiness.

The adult sheep have 
a distinctive grey fleece,
white heads and sturdy
white legs. The lambs 
are born black and
remain dark in the first
years of thier life.

Their wool is quite coarse
and hard-wearing. It was
traditionally used for
blankets (the prickly
kind!) and carpets – 
it’s strong, warm and 
if lanolin is left in, very
waterproof.

Its grazing is essential 
for maintaining the open
fells creating the land-
scape that captured the
imaginations of
Wordsworth, Ruskin 
and many others.

Sara Gadd Millinery, Forge Cottage, Corby Hill   saragadd@tiscali.co.uk  www.saragadd.co.uk

.............................................

Left Teaching:
Jenny Bush from Sandale near Ireby
worked with the wool team, teaching
carding, spinning and big knitting.
Jenny visited Cyprus as part of 
CHANTICA and was great at 
transfering ideas to others.
.............................................

Daniel Alexandru
Anania came from
Transylvania, Romania, 
to work with Cumbrian
wool. 
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Monica Oprean: from Romania worked with Jenny Bush 
from Cumbria, using a peg loom to create this stunning 
costume. Her top is from raw fleece that has been hand
twisted into yarn rather than spun.

Trading Traditions
Traditions are a part of who we are - they help define us.
By keeping them alive and using the skills of our 
ancestors, we can link the past, present and the future. 

Our old ways have been brought back to life through
modern art. It’s an inspirational process, as Romanian
teacher Monica Oprean explains:

“Wool was a means of existence for many people in

the countryside. People used fleeces from their own

sheep to make clothes and carpets. And women took

to their looms and wove over the winter. Everything

was made manually.

There’s been a revival in the use of wool for clothes.

It is a sustainable local product and can be found on

every rural farm in Romania. Because it is accessible,

cheap and easy to use, it will never be out of fashion.

When I talk about wool, I think about hundreds of

years of Romanian shepherds taking their sheep from

one grazing area to another.This is a part of our 

tradition and the essence of Romanians.

By people coming together from across Europe, they

can share their own experiences and learn from each

other.The best thing is everyone benefits, particularly

those from poorer social backgrounds.”

.......................................................................

.......................................................................
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Adriana came to Grampus
on a placement from the
Tourism College of
Rakovice, near Piestany, in
western Slovakia. She was
quite shy and nervous but
always creative and good
fun. She plucked up
courage to ask to come
back to Cumbria and 
was a huge asset to 
the project – incredibly
creative and with a real
eye for colour, texture 
and form.

Adriana Patkova

Slovakia

“This picture is from the Andy Warhol 
festival in Slovakia, where our art was inspired

by the iconic, world-famous artist, explained
Adriana. “This project was really exciting because
it included clever, creative people from many 
different countries. 

“We´ve been laughing about my satellite hat,
Marianne´s bannanas and still shorter and shorter
skirt. With Ida, from Slovakia, we made a scarf
dress and she looked really sweet, like Halle Berry
from the Flinstones. Tita looked fantastic too. 
I loved her wig! We were standing in front of 
thousands of people and all the time I was praying
I wouldn’t fall from my high heels.”  

Adriana Patkova
in a rainy Keswick

“I really love this picture,” said Adriana. “Martina,
from Slovakia, and Raluca and Mihaela from

Romania, worked on recycled
fashion using ties to make dresses
and accessories. Itook this picture
behind Plumbland village hall,
where we had our fashion show.
Paris catwalk, watch out!

“It was a pleasure for me to work
on this project. I met a lot of 
people who are all good friends
now.” 
Picture from Save the Children
shop, in Cockermouth, where 
we got ties and showed off
our collection.
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Medieval shieling
The shieling was constructed from archaeological
evidence from Castlerigg fell. There is a great deal
of educated guess work
backed up by solid
research, as there are 
no surviving shielings in
Cumbria.

We used local materials 
because that is exactly 
what the medieval 
farmer would have 
done. We think we have 
a good reconstruction.

These were summer mountain farms where people 
used to go to live in the high pastures with their sheep 
or cattle. Good grassland was needed as crops were
grown in the lowlands. They wanted to get animals 
away from insects and the threat from raiders and
thieves. The cooler mountain air was good for 
storing their milk, cheese and butter. 

Cowherds and shepherds stayed in shielings. Up in the
hills, away from rules, regulations and family ties, they
told stories, sang, danced and played music. This way
of life was common all over the mountainous parts of
Europe and shaped the cultural landscape we see today.

Shieling culture died out
about 100 years ago in 
the United Kingdom, but 
in Slovenia, Slovakia and
Romania it only recently
stopped or still continues,
but for how long?

shielings
Three  

please
.................................

Dyeing fire: Leaves, lichen,
fungi, flowers, berries, bark –
all used for colour – heated 
in water over the fire.
.................................

Investigating the history of ordinary 
rural people and how they used to live,

led to the creation of two shielings. 

.......................................................................

Cashel Farm shieling: The shieling built by ARCH in Scotland
is at Cashel Farm, on the east shore of Loch Lomond. Cypriots,
Slovenians and Slovakians helped.
.......................................................................

Reconstruction, using simple vernacular buildings for community art, is a good way to 
bring history to life and pass on strong environmental messages.
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.......................................................................

Cypriot shieling: Cumbrian group inspects old cave or 
shepherd’s shelter, possibly used as a Shieling probably 
over 4,000 years ago.
.......................................................................

.................................

Under construction:
Cumbrians, Germans and 
visiting tourists lent a hand.
.................................

................................

Medieval shieling:
Constructed at Trotters 
World of Animals.
................................



inspires creativity
Viking  art

Young researcher Abi Leadbeater worked with
Grampus to investigate the subject.

She explained: “Whilst the history of the Viking 
invasion of Britain is fairly well known, their history 
in Cumbria is less well recorded. Although Cumbria 
is in a position to be influenced by both Danes and
Norwegians, there is less evidence of their presence.
However, looking a little deeper we can see that
Cumbria does indeed hold many Norse secrets.” 

CHANTICA focused on the 
impact of Vikings, or Norse, 
in Cumbria. These Scandinavian 
people left their mark on the 
county in many ways.

Some of the mysteries are revealed in Cumbria’s
graveyards. There are clusters of ‘hogback’ stones
around Aspatria, Plumbland and Crosscanonby. 
Much more recently carved stones, showing 
remarkable Norse art which may have passed 
down through generations, can also be seen.

Young people from Cyprus, Slovakia, Slovenia, Scotland
and Cumbria worked together on a dramatic presentation
of the ‘Norns’, the women who spin the threads of 
people’s lives.

Victorian Norse-inspired stone carvings of endless knots,
spirals, Sigurd legend and Yggdrasil, the ash-tree 
representing life, can be seen. Through CHANTICA, 
young people from across Europe were able to draw 
inspiration for contemporary art.

Keswick School of Industrial Art’s beaten copperware,
buckles, brooches and tattoos. 

Drawing the 
Viking Age: 
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Eco Club
In a series of hour-long, out of school Eco Club 
sessions, we explored bird and bat box building, 
simple coppicing skills, gathered sustainable materials
from the forest, carried out wildlife and tree surveys
and planted trees.

Viking exploration
Full day workshops searched out Viking skills.  
We investigated the Norse people who came to
Cumbria by recreating tasks from their daily life, 
including hurdle and shingle making and greenwood
working. Important reconstructions of shielings and
blacksmith’s workshops brought unique learning 
experiences.

Fashion from the landscape
Using materials gathered in the countryside, we 
created fashion from the landscape. School children
developed an understanding of textiles and traditional
skills, like felt making. Importantly, they learned about
the natural and cultural landscape around them and
used art to celebrate it.

New ways to exploreold days
from Grampus Heritage and Training

Grampus has built a reputation 
for practical workshops. Ranging from
Viking skills to eco-challenges, natural
fashion to cultural heritage and 
archaeology, we have successfully led
acclaimed school and curriculum-based
courses over the last three years.

Archaeology
Grampus ran archaeology sessions with schools, 
visiting historic sites like Caer Mote Roman camp 
and sharing the culture and history of the pupils’ 
own areas. Mosaic making and flower painting 
brought art into the outdoor lessons.

History in a week
Week-long gatherings were a voyage of discovery
showing how people used to live and work. We built 
a copper smelting kiln, giving hands-on experience 
and attempting to solve the problems that would have
occurred in history. A Stone Age week was also staged.
Not only were many ancient skills explored but, with 
an added twist, even handwriting and presentation
were given an appealing angle.

Grampus has an excellent track record of developing and delivering, 
fun, practical schools’ workshops exploring history, culture, the 
environment and more.

We are passionate about searching for alternative ways to bring a 
compelling new twist to curriculum subjects. This exposes pupils – 
and teachers – to skills they have never encountered before. 

We think, and have been told, that we have succeeded.

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
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Most or our young people, in line with their
peers, are not churchgoers and, in many ways,
the loss of the link their parents and 
grandparents had to the church is a great 
shame. However, the church does have a 
role to play, particularly in the inspiration 
of religious art and the welcome it gives to 
fellow Christians of all denominations.
Whether you are a believer or not, the 
church gives support and comfort and 
provides sanctuary to all who need it.

Calin Beloescu is an artist and teacher inspired by church art. 
He visited Cyprus through CHANTICA and described his technique
and inspiration to students who had been involved in the project.
Calin explained many churches did not contain good art because
much of it came from benefactors. Priests accepted it, irrespective
of composition or quality.

Of course, the impact and influence of the church is not just about
art and architecture; to some the impact is spiritual and to others it

is just the friendliness and welcome
offered. Father John Musther, of the
diocese in Keswick, Cumbria, has
recently been ordained as a priest 
to serve the growing Orthodox 
community in Cumbria. Father John
gives communion to Orthodox visitors
and his blessing to those of other
Christian faiths. 

Greek, Cypriot and
Romanian visitors to
Grampus have been 
welcomed by Father 
John and the Orthodox
community in Cumbria.

chantica
and the

CHANTICA partners are from Cumbria,
Cyprus, Greece, Scotland, Slovakia and
Slovenia and - through Fashion from 
the Landscape, a linked project - Romania.

In Slovakia, our young people visited
the restored Greek Catholic church
of Mikulasova (above). This is a
famous wooden structure which has
inspired many people over several
centuries. It was relocated to the
Bardejovske Kupele Skanzen in
1931 and moved again through 
an earlier (Archnetwork-led) 
project in 2006.

The ‘babinets’
(women’s room/porch)
is a special feature 
but the iconostasis
(left), reinstalled 
when the building 

was re-consecrated, is particularly 
inspirational. The special 
architecture was also a focus for
attention. The use of wood and 
simple techniques by the villagers
who first established the church 
gives lessons in sustainability. 
Young people also learned crafts 
like  shingle-making, and designed
and produced exhibition boards, 
combining this skill with pyrography
to create exciting art.

Calin Beloescu’s ‘Angel’

.................................
Fitz Park: 
Father John Musther of 
the Orthodox Church joins
Slovakian and Romanian 
participants at an event in 
Fitz Park, Keswick.
.................................
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CHANTICA and ARCH set out to explore the history 
of tartan and discover how this cultural textile has stood
the test of time, returning year after year as the perfect
plaid smart girls want to wear. 
Marianne Lusby said: “We wanted to show links between
tradition and today. For most young people, visual art 
and fashion are closely linked. Wearable art is a 
way to express yourself and make statements about 
who you are.
“Tartan has also become synonymous with ‘Scottishness’,

especially as our small nation finds 
its new and exciting independence.”  
The project visited Edinburgh to see
tartan being woven at the city’s Old

Town Weaving Company. Our young
people had a go at designing, using 
innovative computer software at
Scotland’s House of Tartan in 
Comrie, Perthshire.

Tartan was also given a make-over 
using bark, wire, plastic tape, pan

scrubs, ribbon and recycled fabrics.
Participants learned that

cloth colours conferred
a certainstatus to the

wearer. Rich shades,
suchas reds and 
purples, were more 
difficult to come by,
and expensive.

the textile that conquered the world
TartanTartan

Tartan is a fashion statement for young people the world over. But how did a 
traditional checkered fabric from one of our smallest nations take on such a titan role?

This costume is modeled by Vicky
Hesketh, from Cumbria , and taken in
Cyprus. It is called Eco-Chav, inspired
by the use, or arguably misuse, of 
tartan-inspired Burberry cloth. 

The pinks, tans and creams have been
changed into jarring and contrasting
bright and kitsch colours. 
The suggestion that a ‘chav’* might
adopt eco-friendly ways and become a
model for local sustainability might be
tongue-in-cheek, but young people
have hidden depths - as CHANTICA
has shown.

*Chav is a derogatory UK term, referring to 
anti-social teenagers or young adults street 

drinking, abusing drugs or behaving aggressively.

..................................

Left: Mateja Vekar
In Slovenia, we first worked 
on the tartan theme, choosing 
yellows and reds from the
Buchanan weave, recreating
them from packaging tape. 
..................................
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Top: Blair Urquhart of Scotland’s ‘House of
Tartan’ in Comrie, Perthshire, has developed
computer software to design new tartans.
Romanians and Slovakians have a go using
colours from their national flags.
.................................................



Kevin is well-known for his use of waste in art installations and an obvious choice 
for CHANTICA when he joined forces with Grampus, ARCH and the Romanian 
textile students - bridging the gap between Scotland, Britain and Europe - some of 
the created wearable art was shown as part of the Strathblane Primary School’s
Fairtrade fashion.

Linking with Grampus’s acclaimed Fashion
from the Landscape in Cumbria, the Scottish
rendition produced haute couture 
with some meaty environmental messages.

The beer brand dress was inspired by young
Cumbrian guys who had been asked for an
outfit prototype for their girlfriends. A short
see-through skirt featuring beer emerged! It
was made from labels soaked off bottles and
laminated in plastic, cut and sewn in panels.

Libby Urquhart, of ARCH, said:
“Fairtrade fashion was a perfect example 
of how art can give hard-hitting lessons about
the environment, economy and rural issues,
such as young people leaving their 
communities.

“We have a duty to tell as many people as 
possible about projects supported by the EU,”
added Martin Clark, of Grampus. “In this way,
we can all work together to make Europe a
more tangible entity and help solve each
other's problems. 

“CHANTICA is about art, fashion, 

chantica

Fairtrade

Fashion
A mainstream question from Cumbrian artist, Kevin O'Connor, 
but the answer from Jessica Karcher, of Grampus, was 
unpredictably avant-garde: “Beer labels, of course!” 

........................................................................
Design innovations - Lynne Lindsay (left)
Lynn Lindsay is an art teacher at Bearsden Academy,
near Glasgow. She came to the Fairtrade fashion
show at Strathblane Primary School. She said: 

"I just wanted to congratulate the team. The designs
were fantastic and so innovative! I especially liked 
the woven wool designs and the dress made out 
of ties, although really they all were very special. 
I just happened to go to the show that evening 
and was really inspired. 

Thank you!"

........................................................................

“Where did you
get that dress?”
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Organiser of the 
Fairtrade Fashion Show 
at Strathblane Primary
School 

"Combining fashion 
with Fairtrade and the
environment is one way to
educate on two important
issues. By involving
schools in Fairtrade and 
ethical fashion shows 
is great fun and you can
raise awareness by getting
children to create clothes
from materials otherwise
thrown away, like plastic
bags, magazines, bottle
tops and compact discs.
Sharing information about
Fairtrade and eco-friendly
products and policies will
help people make more
informed choices."

Anne Scott
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.......................................................

Left: Bassenthwaite school children with
the willow archer 
Above: Simona Vonica
Textile students from Cisnadie, in
Transylvania, created wearable art
inspired by Cumbria’s ancient oaks and
the name Derwent from Celtic for oak.
They were influenced by texture and
colour and used old fabric and 
techniques like knotting. 
“I learned a lot and gained a lot,” 
said Simona.
.......................................................

.......................................................
The Skiddaw Archer woven 
from willow
.......................................................

The people of the

..............................................

Above: Bassenthwaite school children
with the willow wolf

Left: Helen creating her mannequins
‘The people of the wildwood’
..............................................

Cumbria was home to well-known
coppice worker, Bill Hogarth. 
In 1995, Bill was awarded an MBE
in recognition of his services to the
coppice industry. He continued to
work in the woods until he died on
February 25, 1999. 

After his death, the Bill Hogarth MBE
Memorial Apprenticeship Trust was
created and now every year it supports two to three coppice apprentices
with a bursary. They complete a diploma course validated by Ascentis.

Through Grampus, apprentices have been involved in Bassenthwaite
Reflections and CHANTICA. Helen Elvin, from Cumbria, has created 
some stunning art and travelled to Slovakia to work with a wood carver. 

She made mannequins for showing wearable art and willow sculptures,
including a wolf and Skiddaw archer, with children from Bassenthwaite
School, part of Bassenthwaite Reflections’ project, What’s in a Name?
It investigated place names with local people and developed art and events.
Ullock Pike, on the shores of Bassenthwaite Lake, comes from Norse, 
translating into ‘the peak where wolves play’ and the mountain Skiddaw
comes from‘hill of the archer’. 

Wildwood



in Slovakia’s Ipel river valley
chantica

Although the Ipel river valley is very beautiful with
an idyllic landscape, rich soil and good climate, 
it is one of Slovakia’s poorest regions.

The project - attracting participants from 
Slovakia, England, Scotland and Cyprus - 
centred on southern Slovakia.

Using waste wire from the village dump, Helina Rääk,
a Cyprus-based artist made these sculptures 
representing village figures

Meet the artists...
Helina working with Slovakian children 

Geoff Whitley, a Lancastrian
woodcarver explains his 
carving technique

Helina worked with Ben Cartwright, from England, who
was working on his university thesis and wanted to
investigate Roma culture.

He said: “We went out on the streets with paint and a
roll of wallpaper, encouraging Roma children to join us.
It was a great ice breaker and a good way to introduce
ourselves and have a lot of fun.”

The majority of people here are ethnic Hungarians, left
on the wrong side of the new border after World War I.
Recent population changes have included an influx of
Slovakian Roma people from cities and towns in the
north, such as Poprad.
We focused on nature art and how to use art to address
cultural, social and environmental issues. Wood-carving
and the creation of some great folk-art wire sculptures
at the eco-centre in the village have left a lasting 
legacy.
Through CHANTICA, we were able to install an artist 
in residence to work with local people, including ethnic
Hungarians and the recently arrived Roma.
Ida Wollent, from Slovakia, stands by this fantastic 
kingfisher, carved from the branch of a dying pear 
tree. Cumbrian woodcarver Geoff Whitley created 
the masterpiece. Young people practicing art and 
studying nature near the village regularly saw this 
beautiful bird flying along the river.
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What was the best part of your work 
in Slovakia with Grampus?
To witness the power of community art. It connects 
people and breaks down social barriers. Art has a 
language of its own. It is a key to open people’s hearts.

My work in Slovakia was mainly helping create the 
local eco centre in Ipel'sky Sokolec, and organising 
art workshops for local children.

This is a problematic area with native Hungarians living
alongside Roma Slovak people in Slovakian territories. 

Roma people are the minority among minorities. 
And there are many conflicts between the different
nationalities.

It was amazing to see that when we were painting 
with Roma and Hungarian children, all the problems
stayed behind. Nothing but paint mattered.

Besides making beautiful art, we created peace 
and harmony.

Helina Rääk 
Colourful creations large scale

How did you link into Cyprus with Grampus?
Through CHANTICA, I exhibited my artwork at Akrotiri. 
It was a great experience to be a part of something 
bigger. 

Co-operation between people from all over the world 
is a very powerful process. It increases creativity and
innovation. Slight differences merge and carry very
strong messages.

The world becomes smaller, views on life wider and
minds open. Working with an international team is very
empowering. It makes you feel everything is possible. 

It was the first time I have taken part in this kind of
event and it was the best of experiences.  

What do you feel about the European Union'?
I am Estonian and grew up under the Soviet regime.
There was food and work for everybody but no freedom
to choose and no opportunity to travel. When Estonia
became independent in 1991, we got back freedom,
but there was no money.

In 2004, we entered the EU and for a 20 year-old 
student my world opened up. The following year my
application to work as a volunteer in Hungary was
accepted and supported.  

After a year’s European Voluntary Service, I started
traveling and have been doing similar projects ever
since. 

My work has been appreciated internationally and 
I am very thankful for EU funding, which has helped
me realise my dreams. 

How can art raise awareness about 
environmental and social issues?
Art speaks the language of the heart. When we are
ready to accept that message, it becomes a very 
powerful tool. Art is a food for our souls, but we need
to feel hungry for it.

I am a strong believer in co-operation and community
art is a great instrument for raising awareness. Creating
art together in a positive environment is like a prayer. 

I also believe that any kind of positive action, or 
celebration, is the best way to achieve a little difference
in the way we think and in the way we live our lives!
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Red flags to 
scarecrow’s rags
A hot wind blows 
and the scarecrow knows

Above the meadow’s wildflowers
a macabre melancholy towers

No willow herb, summer’s haze 
or passing decades can erase

Death’s bitter taste 
or sense of wanton waste

Quarter of a million fell
tainting a gentle landscape with hell

And where children play
there’s no sanguine soliloquy

Only loss beyond reason
that will never pass with a season

For the Red Army’s rusting tanks
can never give thanks

In the Valley of Death
pause for a breath

Three October days
and an eternal malaise 

While hills became mud
the river ran with blood

But with Dukla’s despair
a world began to repair 

By Karen Barden

The cultural landscape of these countries is peppered with 
memories. The communist dream is beautifully depicted in this
mosaic in Poprad. We must not forget that so many believed the
dream! The abandoned tanks in the Dukla Passage tell of a loss 
of life so terrible that the cries of the dying seem to echo through
the fields. We must never forget how we got to this state of
European Union.

In all its work, Grampus tries to stimulate discussion 
and tackle cultural, political and social issues in a 
sympathetic and understanding way

Debris 
of despair
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....................................................................................

Above: A pink dress lies in an abandoned Cypriot village. 
Innocent people suffer for the sake of political and religious differences.
....................................................................................

CHANTICA is about expression. When we are moved and feel 
strong emotions, we are expressive - you could say art can be 
born from adversity.  Whenever we had the opportunity to explore
some of Europe’s rawer wounds, we didn’t step back but tried to 
be involved and understand. 

The history of Europe is filled with sadness and tragedy. In the 
project, participants saw this first-hand and were able to reflect 
on the past and be inspired creatively. Most of all, we hope that 
we all learned to make a good job of the future and eagerly accept
Europe’s multi-cultural society.

Slovakia and Slovenia represent CHANTICA European states with
tragic recent pasts. The energy, enthusiasm and creativity of their
young people should be a lesson to all Europeans.



Where are you now?

Brown-eyed, sweet-smiling child
Dimple-cheeked with tumbling hair
Now running down the fig-lined lane
Arriving breathless to a girlish tryst

The chattering women by the well
Village news, small things of life and love
They pause, faces lifted as you skitter by
Flying limbs, proud pink cotton flapping

They smile and call... don’t fall little one...      
Where to now in your pretty dress?                
They laugh at your eager shout   
Now bright sun but gathering clouds 

Tight-hugged girl, where are you now?
Pink dress lying in the shot-riddled house
Dusty, mouse-gnawed prize possession
What a sad trophy of war and strife  

Innocent child of God, fruit of Abraham
Wide-eyed before the shouting mob
Running sobbing through the moonlit olives
That terrible night, that shattered life

To all our shame, to the worlds despair
Oh... how could we let that be done?
When will we learn that God is love?
Small soap-scented child, where are you now?

By Martin Clark

In writing his poem I take no sides, Christianity
and Islam agree that there is one God and both
recognise that Abraham was the root of their
faith, as it was for Judaism. Both preach that we
love our neighbour. The girl in the pink dress was
Cypriot, whether Greek or Turkish doesn’t really
matter.
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Above: From the ruins of the mayor's house in Vretsia
and below detail of the building
.......................................................................

.............................

opposite: ruined room
with a tragic view
.............................



Old and young, working
together to rescue our 
cultural environment, 
have to be a vital part 
of Europe’s future. 

Our continent has 
beautiful and rich 
landscapes, but their 
biodiversity and contrast
largely depends on human
activity. Akrotiri is a good 
example, where baskets
made from local reeds
have been produced for
thousands of years.

Baskets are now being
replaced by plastic 
versions from the 
Far East and Akrotiri’s 
marshes are already 
suffering.

The previously arid land bloomed with millions of
flowers - field marigolds, mullein, verbascum, 
mustard and chamomile. Yellow was the colour!
Costume, dance and a skills extravaganza followed,
called Yellow Friday.

As well as yellow, the group from six different 
countries looked at tartan and ‘Greekness’. Promoting
new uses for the skills of the Akrotiri basket-makers,
Cypriot team leader, Thomas Hadjikyriacou, told us
that basket-making and the local ecosystem are 
intricately linked.

He explained: “At Akrotiri, reed collection for 
basketry, along with other traditional activities such 
as grazing, kept our marshes in a very healthy 
condition. Nowadays the craft is declining, as well 
as grazing. The result is the rapid spread of invasive
species, changing the diversity and appearance of 
the landscape.”

MELLOW YELLOW
When CHANTICA came to Cyprus
in May 2009, welcome spring rain
ended five years of drought. 
Some parts of the island had 
no recordable rainfall for three
years and the reservoirs were
almost empty. 

Old skills - new product

................................

Sara Gadd: Hat-making in
CHANTICA was led by
Cumbrian milliner Sara Gadd.
................................
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Thomas Hadjikyriacou first came to Cumbria 
on an EU Leonardo da Vinci exchange in 1999,
one of six young foresters selected from over 
50 applicants. 

The group spent 13 weeks in the Lake District
and Scotland, with Libby Urquhart. Cumbrian 
forest recreation centres at Grizedale and
Whinlatter left a lasting impression on Thomas.
Later, as a forester in Cyprus's Troodos 
mountains, he was involved in the design of 
the country’s first forest visitor centre and 
went on to manage it.

Returning to Cumbria to complete his BSc in 
forest management at Newton Rigg, the UK's
National School of Forestry - now part of the
University of Cumbria - he gained a first and 
went on to do a masters at Bristol University
through distance learning. 

After working with the Forestry Department in
Cyprus, he became manager at the newly 
created Akrotiri Environmental Education and
Information Centre near Limassol. Grampus
works with Thomas on many levels and in a 
number of projects, including: CHANTICA,
Developing Environmental Skills in Rural Europe
(DESIRE); Training in Contemporary Applications
of Traditional European Crafts (TICATEC);
European Archaeology Skills Exchange (EASE)
and Cultural Heritage and Training (CHAT). 
In the recently completed Leonardo da Vinci 
pilot project,
Unlocking Hidden
Heritage, Thomas 
and his team worked
hard to promote and
rescue ancient 
basket making skills,
using grasses from 
the nearby marshes.

Thomas 
Hadjikyriacou

Cyprus
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Salt
Poverty and hardship dogged Akrotiri village
when the school teacher logged events between
1932 and 1936. The compelling evidence is set 
to become a play over seven decades later, inspired
by CHANTICA.

The main income for village people was basket
making. Others headed to the salt lake in summer
and early autumn, to make use of nature’s bounty,
despite it being highly illegal. Salt was sold or
exchanged for other essential products.

With fact providing essential ingredients, a story
has been created around Stephanis, who lived with
his wife and four daughters in Akrotiri. By day
and night the family wrought a meagre living
from basket making.

Despite wardens guarding the salt lake, Stephanis
was often caught trying to outwit them. But one
day they caught him with salt close to his house
and, despite his family’s best efforts to save him, he
was arrested and imprisoned.
The sad saga is being presented in Akrotiri in 

February 2010.

CURTAIN OPENS ON 
SALT PRODUCTION

Thomas Hadjikyriacou 
is central to CHANTICA’s
projects in Cyprus.

His acclaimed work in 
Akrotiri includes rescuing 
and protecting the village’s
ancient basket making 
tradition, as well as raising 
awareness about the 
unique area and its 
salt lake.

.................................

Above: Thomas (front left)
sharing his precious area with 
UK cultural visitors.

.................................



The Chalcolithic, or Copper Age, saw
startlingly modern representations 
of people and animals and even 

pottery representing round houses,
complete with wall painting and interior
decoration. Cyprus inspires art. 

From the earliest times, the climate
and soils were so good that people

were well-fed and had time to
indulge in creativity. 

In an excavation under the 
direction of Dr Eleni Procopiou,
from the Department of Antiquities,
and with skilled help from local 
technicians and volunteers, Grampus
and the Akrotiri Environmental
Education & Information Centre 
have been uncovering stunning
mosaics at an early Christian basilica.

mosaics
capture the mood

From
archaeology to art 

Cyprus is at the crossroads of culture and nature,
the Far East of Europe and on the doorstep of
North Africa and the Middle East. The country’s 
art spans the spectrum from ancient to modern.

AAnncciieenntt  sskkiill llss  ffoorr  mmooddeerrnn  mmaasstteerrppiieecceess

Using the discoveries as a
catalyst, CHANTICA 
supported workshops with
Soula, from the Mosaic
Collective in Limassol. 
The project also saw a 
visit to fantastic Roman
mosaics at Kourion.
Grampus director, Martin
Clark picked out his favourite. He explained: 
“The magpie is somehow the perfect bird for a mosaic –
it has a fantastic natural contrast in its plumage and is
known for collecting bright and shiny bits of stone or
metal. In our project, we wanted to gather together 
ordinary things and produce art inspired by archaeology.”

Leader of the Mosaic Collective, Soula Christou 
(bottom photo far left) told us:
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“Mosaic is one of the oldest, most durable 

and functional art forms, with colours that never

fade and materials that withstand sun, rain, frost,

or even centuries of being buried underground.

Mosaic art traces history, beginning in the ancient

Near East with contrasting coloured pebbles.

The ancient Greeks and Romans developed it 

as an art form, mixing glass pieces with natural

materials.”



Grampus, through the EU’s Leonardo da Vinci
cultural and heritage programme, has given me
unique opportunities to get involved in a broad
spectrum of projects. They have introduced me
to traditional skills from different countries, 
making them relevant to life now. 

I have discovered different cultural backgrounds
and ways of living, from historic times right 
up to 2009. It has also made me realise the 
importance of the EU.

Working in Cumbria on a Life Long Learning 
project, I was one of four German girls building 
a bird hide at Dubwath Silver Meadows, the 
Lake District’s first wetland nature reserve. 

I went on to become a
Grampus youth worker,
involved in many different
areas of work, including
Fashion from the Landscape
and the Colours of Winter
event. We looked at uses of
bracken too, making soap
from ash to wash sheep’s
fleeces. During this time, I
met local people using old
skills in a sustainable way to
create natural products.
I also discovered handcrafts
like spinning, felting, metal
and leather work.  

Jessica Karcher 

Germany

Carving a board for the birdhide arch, finished Sept 2008

Cyprus May 2009: CHANTICA Action with students
from Slovenia, Slovakia, Scotland, Cyprus and Cumbria

Metal and leather workshop 

Cecilia Hewitt from the ‘Woolclip’ teaches dyeing with 
natural materials like lichen, April 2009

A research project at a Viking
market in Ribe,  May 2009       

Workshops with Guides
in Keswick, June 2009  
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My Slovakian colleague
Adriana and I washing
wool with bracken soap.

It was a great when Martin Clark asked me to be
an administrator for Grampus, where I organised
placements to Slovakia, Cyprus and Germany. 
I was involved too in a project called Upstream – 
A Cultural Journey. Six German and five Cumbrian
young people took part in two fact-finding river
trips, one in the Lake District and the other in
Dübener Heide, looking at history and nature’s
impact on the landscape. 

Yellow Friday (see P.22), a CHANTICA event in
Cyprus, where five countries worked together to
present a fashion show was another wonderful part
of my work. I also helped students who came on
EU placements from countries like Romania,
Slovakia and Germany. 



Rock and Roll
stone style

.......................................................................

Erin, from Cumbria, and Teja, from Slovenia, both chose grey
and metal highlighted by industrial orange. Big shoes made
them tall and angular like stone lifting cranes. The audience 
(on a very wet day) were bowled over by the inventiveness 
and artistry. 
........................................................................

Martin Clark, of Grampus, said stone fashion was an
obvious choice as quarrying and mining had been
important in the area since prehistoric times.

He explained: “It’s a fascinating subject for our young
people as stone is a sustainable and inexhaustible 
natural resource that’s as important today as it ever
was, with uses varying from fell footpaths to kitchen
worktops and crafts.

Threlkeld Quarry was originally opened to supply railway
ballast to the Penrith-Keswick line.  We want our young
people to look and learn from their surroundings and
fashion is a great way to entice them.”

Historic Lake District Threlkeld Quarry went
from rock to rolling out sensational stony
styles with young people from Cumbria,
Slovenia, Slovakia, Germany and Scotland
setting trends for the extraordinary 
extravaganza.

Over three days, the 16 to 25 year-old
designers conjured up creations inspired
from the rugged granite which has helped
shape the landscape and stage a cat walk
quarry special.

Forget the Flintstones, stone fashion
blasted out of a Cumbrian quarry
where cross-Europe couture 
produced dynamite designs.
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“Looking at our past and
forging a sustainable
future are so important,”
added Martin. 

“We need to be 
mindful of our 
quarrying legacy 
in Cumbria 
and encourage 
contemporary 
practical uses 
and jobs.

A big thank you
goes to quarry
owner Ian Hartland.

“Behind the fun of fashion 
are serious messages that our
countryside has to be protected,
and measures to encourage the
community to take a hand in 
protecting their heritage are
shared with as wide an 
audience as possible,” 
said Martin Clark.

As well as some exclusive clothes, metal work, felt making, stone 
polishing and mask making featured, thanks to the support of local
artisans, who ran workshops. The look was hard-edged greys and
slatey greens, granite-faced and Gothic.
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Käse was used in both names, which came from
Germanic or Saxon miners. Keswick means ‘cheese
farm’ and Kezmarok ‘cheese market’. They represent 
a long association between British, Germans and
Slovaks, who lived together side by side. 

Queen Elizabeth I reputedly invited German miners to
Keswick. When they arrived in 1564, the town’s name
was already established through much earlier Saxon
settlement. Apparently landowners and working men,
fearing for their jobs, were not very pleased. On the
other hand, local ladies were quite taken with the new
arrivals. Within the first year, 14 had married local girls.
Parish registers for Crosthwaite, Keswick, show that
176 children with German fathers were born between
1565 and 1584. As time elapsed, the Germans fully
integrated with the English community. The names of
Hindmarch, Stanger, Pepper, and many more, are still
common in the area.

Germans settled in the northern territory of Hungary,
now Slovakia, from the 12th to 15th centuries, mostly
after the Mongol invasion of 1241. 

Keswick – in the heart of Cumbria’s Lake
District National Park - and Kezmarok,
nestling below Slovakia’s High Tatras 
mountains, are almost 1,300 miles 
apart, but they have a common link.

Their names come from 
cheese in Old German.

.......................................................................

Left to right: Erin Malley and Lucy Mikkelson-Barron,
from Keswick, strut their stuff in Kezmarok.

Centre: Slovakian ladies in costume and artwork.
.......................................................................

The two towns are now linked by CHANTICA. In November 2007, an international 
project supported by Culture 2007 - 2013 began with a fashion show, forming part 
of the celebrations for Kezmarok’s School of Art’s tenth anniversary. 

.......................................................................

Bottom left: Lucy and Erin working on their creative costumes 
in Cumbria.

Bottom right: Karin Crofts, from Bassenthwaite Reflections, 
Cumbria, visits the Kezmarok School of Art.
.......................................................................

There were probably some isolated settlers in the
Pressburg area even earlier. Germans were usually
attracted by monarchs seeking specialists in various
trades, such as craftsmen and miners. They settled 
in older Slavic market and mining communities.
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links two historic towns
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Working with Akrotiri Environmental Education and
Information Centre, in Cyprus, and the local Cultural
Association, young people were trained in dance and
drama. Themes developed about the history of the
Akrotiri Peninsula and celebrations staged to probe the
past through drama. They are now working on a music
and dance presentation, highlighting the importance of
Akrotiri’s salt lake. 

Rebellious villagers will be portrayed, sneaking out in
the dead of night to steal salt from under the noses of
British authority guards. While the two sides were not
great friends then, it is a very different story today.
Ancient salt is also a theme for art and culture in
Cumbria. 

Salt
Cyprus, Cumbrian badgers 
and a French connection –
ccoonnffuusseedd??  
It‘s not a quiz or riddle, but an example of how 
culture and art are linked from one side of Europe
to the other. Those connections, often going back
thousands of years, make us European. 

So, what links three European countries through
the ages? Salt, as CHANTICA helped us discover.

Cypriots stage history
Working with West Cumbria Archaeological Society,
Grampus has led an excavation at Holm Cultram, in
Abbeytown. A geophysical survey caused a stir after a
metal token, bearing a crown and the word sel - French
for salt – was found. Monks at the nearby abbey were
French Cistercians and the discovery was thought to be
a salt weight. Jan Walker, from the archaeological 
society, takes up the story:

“ Holm Cultram Abbey controlled a number of salt 
pans in the Solway area and was known for the 
production of salt.”

The medieval church in west Cumbria gained a lot of
income from salt. Traders called ‘badgers’ prompted 
a comic drama. 
Jan takes up the story again, discussing west 
Cumbria’s landscape:

“There must be routes linking salt pans with trade 
routes to and from the area – I am looking into this.” 

...........................................................
Above: We found this token with ‘Sel’ on it - 
and thought it was French for Salt - experts 
now think it’s from Selkirk and might be 
nothing to do with salt - but the seed was sown.
On the right is the reverse of the token.
The excavation was supported by the Heritage
Lottery Fund.

Left: A salt-trading badger sells to a Solway
Plain housewife – we don’t think they wore
masks made from a badger killed on the road,
but it’s a contemporary twist and cool art!
...........................................................
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Above: Salt weight bearing 
a shield emblem.
....................................



Grampus set forth to search for the Norse Impact on the
Cultural Landscape, a Bassenthwaite Reflections project,
as part of CHANTICA.

One of the chosen topics was the famous Keswick School
of Industrial Art (KSIA), which was nationally important
in the Arts and Crafts Movement.The research led us to
Lord and Lady Inglewood and their wonderful collection 
of artefacts.

This beautiful burnished copper plate came from 
KSIA. It has an interesting design of interlocking 
beasts, looking very much like sea serpents or fish. 
This is a blend of styles from Norse art, which went
through six distinct phases, often overlapping as 
styles developed.

Norse migration meant 
there was never any stylistic 
development centered on a 
location. This plate appears 
to be a blend of Jelling and
Ringerike styles, but is not a
direct comparison to Norse
because nearly a thousand years
separate it from the Viking era.
However, it is highly likely the
artist knew and studied these
styles of Norse art.   

Martin Clark and Andy
Winthorpe interviewed 
Lord Inglewood. 
He shared some 
interesting observations:

“The traditional nineteenth century picture of Vikings 
as smash and grab robbers isn’t entirely true.”

“Like the British Empire in India and the Norse 
in Cumbria, you get mixed cultures that are quite 
interesting.”

“This area in England is one of those that is different…
the Irish Sea was the great arterial road…”

Keswick
School of
Industrial

Art

What exactly did 
Vikings do for Cumbria? 

.......................................................................
Left: Lord Inglewood with a second piece of KSIA work
.......................................................................
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...........................
Artists style
sample of Jelling 
and Ringerike styles
..........................



Project youth worker, Marianne
Lusby, talks about the KSIA and 
its Viking inspiration: 

“KSIA, our very own art 
movement here in Cumbria was 
founded in the winter of 1883/4 at 
St Kentigern’s Church, Crosthwaite,
near Keswick, by the renowned vicar
Canon Hardwicke Rawnsley and his 
wife Edith.” 

Evening classes were held in 
church rooms, initially only covering 
metalwork, but expanding to take in
design, drawing, and woodcarving. 
It was at this time that Viking
inspired designs were most common. 

Over the next ten years, their 
popularity grew and in 1893 a 
new school was built. Funding came
from Cumberland County Council,
boosted by private donations.
Commissions were taken and the
school earned itself a reputation for
beautiful one-off pieces of decorative
metalwork. 

Managed by a committee of trustees and chaired for a time by Edith
Rawnsley, the school continued until December 1984. It had been open
exactly 100 years to themonth. Much of its work featured Norse inspired
designs. They included: 

worm-twists, wood-carved scroll dragons
and serpents and knotting 
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..............................................
Canon Hardwicke Rawnsley 
..............................................

Decorative metalwork - like this vase was produced using the ‘repousse’
technique, punching out a design on the back of sheet metal and forcing 
it into the relief. Students took their inspiration from Norse styles, such as
the Gosforth Cross, and Celtic relics.
The floral plate is possibly a joining of Viking and Celtic styles. 
The central floral cross mirrors a Viking drumhead cross, with the Celtic 
tree of life design. It was produced when The Arts and Craft Movement 
was gaining influence.
Hardwicke Rawnsley had many interests, including traditional Scandinavian
carving, nature, the exquisite Lakeland landscape – he helped form the
National Trust – and established Lake District Viking heritage. He was 
president of the Viking Society, an author and one of the first experts in his
field. KSIA designs have been a direct link between the area’s Norse period 
and styles adopted locally.       
Hardwicke – and many others – saw the school as a revival and 
continuation of traditional skills that had become native to the Lakes since
Norse times. In 1905, Robert Hilton became director. He too shared the
love of local and Viking history.
Even towards the school’s later years, Viking features were still in evidence.
However, by the 60s and 70s, machinery such as a metal press, vertical 
drill and welding torch had been introduced and even the traditional work
had a contemporary twist.

The school was shrouded in Norse heritage, from the people who worked 
so hard to keep it open, to its geographic
situation. From one of the windows you
can see Lattrigg, or Hladrigg as it was
known in Norse times, where Viking 
chieftains are said to be buried.

................................................................................................ 

Left: An octagonal Arts and Crafts copper love plaque/charger, made by John Rigg, 
a KSIA craftsman from1898 to 1921. Unusual and beautifully worked, it is a richly

adorned piece, with a dashing gentleman and lady in the centre panel, including
stylised foliage and scrollwork. It is decorated with peacocks and Art Nouveau 
influences, along with Norse-inspired serpents to the borders. 

Above: Border detail of the plaque.
................................................................................................



Our project is about
contemporary art, 
but history, nature

and ordinary people feature
heavily too. Andy Warhol’s
work was for everyone. 
It was simple, bright, 
modern, youthful and easily
created. It became known 
as Pop Art and captured 
the mood of a generation.
Following a decade of 
success as an illustrator,
Warhol began experimenting
with advertising and comic
strips. His painting style
evolved into flat and graphic
images. His subjects came
from everyday life and were
known to everyone. 

In 1963, he began to 
experiment as a filmmaker.
His underground art films
were unconventional and
bold. Six years later, Warhol’s
magazine Interview became
essential reading for New
York’s jet set. 

Turning up at events 
with his camera and tape
recorder, Warhol became a
familiar figure and coined
his legendary quote: 

“In the future, everybody    
will be world famous 
for fifteen minutes”.

Warhol was fresh, new,
dynamic, bold and 
championed ordinary 
people. We wanted to 
capture this in CHANTICA.
He also immortalised iconic
figures of the time, who 
will play a part in our social
history. Nature formed part
of his repertoire too, with
paintings of frogs, reptiles
and insects. His use of
colour was inspirational 
and Warhol’s bright pinks,
reds and yellows are back
in vogue.

Ask someone in the street to name a modern artist and they 
would probably say Andy Warhol.

Born in Pittsburgh, USA, to Slovakian immigrant parents in 1928,
Andy Warhol once said: “I come from nowhere.” In fact home for 
the Warhol family had been the village of Mikova, in north eastern
Slovakia, close to the home of CHANTICA partner STROPEK.

Andy Warhol
gives 15 minutes of world fame
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Well-known Warhol images were distributed to participants three months before the festival to help
inspire them. They illustrated CHANTICA’s cornerstones of culture, history and nature. The re-use 
of waste and everyday items gave important messages about the environment and recycling.

.......................................................................

Below: Kate Green, Marianne Lusby, Yasmin Foster 
and Adriana Patkova in their Warhol-inspired creations.
.......................................................................

......................

Right: A visit to 
the Andy Warhol
Museum in
Medzilaborce, 
eastern Slovakia.
......................
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We chose Warhol themes to inspire young people. 
The result was extraordinary head-turning wearable 
art, engraved glass and painting. 

In July 2009, as the last major action of CHANTICA, 
32 young people and 10 trainers came to Stropkov and
Mikova. They made a huge artistic contribution to the
Festival of Ruthenian Culture, celebrating the area’s most
famous son.
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Specialists in countryside
regeneration, VITRA
Centre for Sustainable
Development Cerknica,
and CHANTICA combined
forces to share a host of
opportunities under 
the umbrella of rural 
sustainable development,
putting traditional skills
and heritage high on the
agenda. 

Founded in 1994, 
VITRA works with young 
people for countryside
revitalisation. It develops
practical projects 
internationally, following 
a lifelong learning 
philosophy and is 
particularly active in 
the southern Slovenian
limestone region of
Notranjska Karst. 

Breathing new life into often neglected 
outlying rural areas of Europe has come
about thanks to dynamic young people. 

They set out to identify, then celebrate,
their rich cultural landscapes through
music, drama, fashion and art.

Worldwide action
brings opportunities for all

Yasmin Foster, from
Cumbria, worked with
metalworkers to create 
a fantastic metal dress.

...........................................
Performing elements:
Music and singing dominated. Here
Cypriot, Slovenian, Scottish, Slovakian,
Greek, and English young people 
perform together.
...........................................

Contemporary uses for traditional skills came 
to the fore during the project. Local artists and
trainers helped capture the mood by sharing art,
crafts and even cooking.
We were joined by groups from rural areas on the
periphery of Europe, disadvantaged by being so
far from centres of education and culture. Some
had physical or mental disabilities; CHANTICA
provides equal opportunities.
Not only were our young people introduced to 
cultural and traditional skills, but got to grips with
some principles of sustainability (Local Agenda
21). They saw how culture and art can be strong
tools for rural development.
In May, 2008 VITRA organised six international
workshops in Slovenia, bringing a universal
viewpoint to Notranjska – Karst. Workshops
explored art, wood, metal, culture and tradition.
Locals and overseas visitors young and old,
masters and apprentices, handicapped and 
others came together for a lifelong learning 
week in Cerknica. 
It was a gathering inspired by Slovenian nature,
taking in writing, drawing, music, sculpture and
history. Special features included peasant
uprisings, Turkish invasions and witches.  



Racial
tensions
andart
The work of Grampus and 
partners often centres on 
disadvantaged groups.
In Cumbria, we have 
some severe geographical 
drawbacks, resulting in lack 
of infrastructure and 
opportunity.This can be 
linked to social exclusion,
inward-looking people and
even xenophobia.

We went out on the streets with
paint and a roll of wallpaper and
tempted Roma children to join us. 
It was a great ice breaker and 
good way to introduce ourselves. 
We all had a lot of fun and loved 
the Michael Jackson impersonations,
singing and being taught rude 
Roma words! 

Parents welcomed us, offering to
share drinks at ten in the morning.
There were swimming trips too and
we finished by throwing a party at
the eco-house. Slovakians and
Hungarians joined us cooking stew
on the fire pit, painting with children
showing off their earlier works of art.
We made bunting and watched as
Slovakian Roma boys, dressed-up 
in the Fashion from the Landscape,
danced and made us laugh. 

It was a great way to meet as 
many people as possible.

..............................................

Caption:
Helina Rääk and Ben Cartwright worked
with the Roma children in the village.
..............................................
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EXTRACTS FROM BEN’S
REPORT ARE TELLING: 

“Part of the problem is the ridiculous
romanticised views that we have of
Roma people. For example, they live
only for the moment, steal babies, and
travel endlessly in caravans with the 
freedom of the land, opinions you might
read in Pushkin, see in Carmen, or 
witness in the marketing of the band
Gogol Bordello.

“Ironically, in Britain, many of the
myths were spread by industrial 
entrepreneurs as they trapped working
class families into endless cycles of labour.
Gypsy is an English word.The Roma
were thought to have come from Egypt.”

BEN HIGHLIGHTED 
OTHER CONCERNS:
● Politicians use negative stereotypes 

as a basis for government actions
● Media sources say only five per 

cent of the Roma population studies
● We are told large numbers of the 

Slovakian Roma live in poverty

There are many different Roma
groups in Eastern Europe, some 
have their own dialects, others only
speak the language of their country.
Different groups have their own 
cultures. They can be rich, very 
poor, fantastic musicians, singers 
and dancers, depending on their 
family and where they grew up.

In Ipel’sky Sokolec Roma boys 
will be out and about singing 
while families spend time together
watching music videos. It is 
important to realise that Roma 
families are Slovakians, Czech, or
Hungarian just as you are English,
Estonian, German, Scottish, Welsh 
or Irish. 

In some countries where 
CHANTICA operates, 
disadvantage is more 
obvious.
A team, including Ben Cartwright,
from London, Helina Rääk, from
Cyprus, and Lynne Miller-Watson
from Cumbria, spent a month in
2009 in the small Slovakian village
of Ipel’sky Sokolec. Their mission
was to make contact and work 
with Roma people. 

v‘



Mairi takes up the story: 

“We joined Jak Dup studio in Stropkov to work 
with glass. Taking the Andy Warhol theme, we 
sandblasted some of his most iconic images on 
to different pieces of coloured glass, joined 
together using foil. Working in the studio was a 
lovely experience. 

Both Anna and Josef were very welcoming and 
as interested in our work and techniques as we 
were in theirs. At the end of our time we were
enthusiastically asked to come back and work 
for them!”

Glaswegian
Glass Art
CHANTICA explored different art

media. Scottish partners ARCH 

brought in two students 

studying architectural and 

decorative glass at Glasgow

Metropolitan College.

Mairi Urquhart and 

Laura Warren went to 

Slovakia and were hosted 

by STROPEK in a 

celebration of the 

life and work of 

Andy Warhol.

Andy Warhol depicted the
American mass-produced
goods he loved, revealing
beauty within mass culture.
“Lips”
(of Marilyn Monroe – 1962)
embodies Warhol’s belief 
that popularity is beauty - 
the allure lies in its repetition.

"Isn't life a series of images
that change as they repeat 
themselves?"

Andy Warhol

The Velvet Underground’s
‘banana’ from the album
cover. The group first 
gained a degree of fame 
and notoriety in New York 
City in 1966 when they were
selected as the house band
for Andy Warhol’s Factory
and  Exploding Plastic
Inevitable Production 
Company.

.............................................

Laura Warren 

Mairi Urquhart

.............................................
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Mentors, leaders, artisans and trainers have unlocked
the door to creativity. Because of fashion’s universal
appeal, wearable art has dominated. 

Through CHANTICA,
we’ve see some great art,
but what is great art?
Even the professionals
cannot agree. For years,
discussions have raged
over whether beauty has
any place in art. Maybe 
it is in the eye of the
beholder after all! If
someone finds something
beautiful, it’s no-one’s
concern but their own.  

American art critic Carol
Strickland is the author 
of “The Annotated Mona

Lisa: A Crash Course in Art History from Prehistoric to
Post-Modern”. Her ideas are useful because we can
understand them! She talks about impressionism when
it first appeared, saying: “Critics scoffed that the 
paintings were sloppy, stupid, and meaningless – the
same complaints one often hears about art today.” 

Romanian artist Calin Beloescu has helped our project
understand something about art, especially differences
in approach between Europe’s west and east. 
Calin told us: “Eastern
schools have their roots
in the old guild system
of cultivating the skill,
the profession. In the
west, the art object
generates ideas and 
and politics are not
excluded from it.” 

East meets west in a 
powerful shout for unity

art
CHANTICA has been
the art of young people,
a celebration of culture,
history and nature.

We have explored textile
pictures, sculpture,
painting, song, dance,
creative writing and
drama. Differences in
taste, approach and
themes have been as
wide as the gulf that
once separated east 
and west. 

The art of CHANTICA
has not been the 
product of a divided
continent, but 
a powerful shout 
for unity. 

Calin’s Compozitie 

In his current works Calin
uses photographic images,
he explains:
“ Photography is an 
instrument that can 
catch parts of life”.

Calin visited Cyprus, 
meeting staff and students
at the Cyprus College of
Art, founded by the famous
and controversial Cypriot
artist Stass Paraskos. 
Calin commented: 

”It is a place of total 
freedom...  a place for
ideas between equals”.

Grampus has worked with
the college for six years
and sponsored many 
students. Calin also visited
the Larnaca campus and
the well-known sculpture
workshops at Lempa, 
near Paphos.
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Slovenian music, exploring design and the personal statements of Anna Georgiou -
Art comes in many forms – CHANTICA has welcomed them all.



AAssppaattrriiaa’’ss George and the Dragon
Grampus’s nearest town is Aspatria in Cumbria
with its unusual Latin name. The town features
two dragons.

The statue of George and
the Dragon twins it with
Hervatov and the Norse sea
dragon Jörmungand, or
Midgard or World Serpent,
the arch enemy, of the god 
Thor, appears on the
Victorian replica of the
Gosforth cross in St.
Kentigern’s churchyard.

KKaarrsstt - a limestone area 
of southern Slovenia, is
home to many caves.
In the past, the mysterious depths
have prompted fear and superstition.
Supernatural forces were blamed 
for unusual happenings. Caves and
springs were thought to be the homes
of dragons. 
According to legend, the Postojna
dragon also intimidated inhabitants.
One day, Jakob the shepherd tricked
it, throwing it a calf skin filled with
burning quicklime. The beast ate it,
drank some water and the lime did 
the rest. When CHANTICA came to
Postojna, the dragon legend became 
a theme for contemporary art. 
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den
Dragons’ Europe is full of legends about dragons.

In fact the mythical monsters link us together.
Slovenians, Slovakians and English dragon
sleuths set out to find the stories.

lives in the subterranean fresh waters of
the Dinaric Alps, along the Adriatic Sea.
It also likes the underground water 
systems in Karst formations, which have
well oxygenated water and a constant
low temperature. The creature appears
on the coat of arms for Postojna and
may have something to do with the
dragon legend.

Another inspiration was the George and the Dragon wall
painting at the Church of St.Francis of Assisi, in Hervatov,
north eastern Slovakia. This great piece of religious folk art
dates from 1665. The church is over 500 years-old and still
used. Young couples 
increasingly want to get 
married there. As well as 
visiting the church, our
young people learned how
to make traditional wooden
roof tiles or shingles.

Dragons helped inspire a 2.5 metre
high creature made out of tree trunks
and branches, part of CHANTICA 
in Slovenia.

TThhee  ssaallaammaannddeerr, or Proteus anguinus,

.....................

Cave Salamander:
On the Postojna
coat or arms.
.....................

.......................

Cave Salamander
.......................
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Accomplished dancers were helped by CHANTICA to
share their cultures and traditions through lively steps
and moves. 

Zöe Gadd, contemporary dance teacher at the
University of Cumbria, also runs a company called
Dance Ahead. She explained:

“Dance brings people together and unlike many 
forms of art is collaborative.We wanted to look into 
traditional dance but also develop something new.
We actually had a go at combining some Slovakian 
and Cypriot dancing!”

Slovakian traditional dance
troupe, Stropkovcan, showed 
off their foot tapping talents 
at wearable art gatherings in
Slovakia, England, Scotland,
Slovenia and Cyprus.  
In Slovakia, young people 
are pleased and proud to keep 
their dancing traditions alive.

Seeing the magic of the
Highland Games through
the eyes of my new 
international friends, 
hearing fairy tales and 
feeling the magic of craftsmanship when I made 
my first basket were amazing.

Our instructor, Kath, was an amazing lady. 
She brought examples of her work and we made 
a simple fish shape to get our hands used to working
with willow. 

This took me some time as you need strong hands 
to weave. Kath helped me to start off with six twigs
forming a clock shape and I wove a tight circular 
pattern around this base. 

I found a gorgeous woody bronze colour for my 
sides and started weaving through 24 side posts 
with a simple in-out weave. This was the most 
time consuming part, but my favourite.

You could really get into the rhythm. Kath would tell
us always to listen to the willow and let it sit where it
wanted to be. I loved the tangy, earthy smell that
escaped as it was bent and smoothed by our 
fingers. And I loved chatting with Greeks about how
their grandparents’ weaving techniques differed.

My basket was a bit different. I added new textures
using different materials: thin straw strips; bottle
green felt and a creamy green tartan all fitting into
the natural earthy green colour scheme. 
Very CHANTICA!

I'd never really thought about the complexities 
before, the skill and time that goes into making 
these seemingly simple things. 
Now I’m in complete awe and I'd love to learn more.

My basket has pride of place in my student flat
kitchen and I make sure I let everyone know that 
I made it. It's a good story
when conversation gets dull. 

And every time I get a whiff
of the delicious willow smell,
I remember all the happy
times I had making it!

Lauren Davidson
Willow Weaving

“I was lucky enough to
experience Scotland with
CHANTICA. I met some
incredible people and 
learned to appreciate 
Scottish heritage from 
a different viewpoint.”

Dance, dance, wherever you may be - Slovakia,
Slovenia, Greece or the UK.

danceahead@tiscali.co.uk  
www.danceahead.co.uk

.................................
The Bellfagan Morris group,
from Cockermouth, Cumbria,
demonstrated traditional
steps and four young dancers
repeated the sequences in
Slovakia.
.................................

Trip the light
fantastic

.............................
Dance class with Zöe Gadd
at Ashgill Forest Theatre 
in Cumbria
............................
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Tales emerged from
across Europe, often
with distinct 
similarities. Patsy's 
sister, Marion Kenny,
also an excellent story
teller and musician
joined the group,
which produced tales,
music and humour.

A large audience flocked to Auchindrain town for the final
performance and traditional folk songs.A multi-cultural
ghost comedy emerged, created from different countries’
myths and legends.

Ivan, from Slovakia, said storytelling at home was often
viewed as worthless, portraying dark and dangerous 
elements of life and death.After taking part in the 
workshops, he was inspired to find out more about 
his country’s native tales and wanted 
to start a story telling workshop.

He later found and translated a 
traditional dark, scary story and 
sent it to Patsy. She told it at 
Halloween in Auchindrain,
where it was received with 
much applause.

Once 
upon a time

A large audience flocked to Auchindrain

town for the final performance and 
traditional folk songs.

Patsy Dyer, a traditional story teller, based in Argyll, Scotland, led 
four day-long story workshops, leading to an outdoor performance.

Atmospheric MacNicoles's house set the scene for the fiction foray.
Patsy's stories included myths and legends about Argyll's travellers
and drovers, Scottish customs and celebrations.

One of the most ancient villages in Cyprus 
has reverberated with CHANTICA actions.

Lempa is a particularly fertile part of Cyprus, north 
of Paphos. Since 1982, it has hosted an archaeological
project to recreate a Chalcolithic village. Excavations 
have found, evidence dating back to between 
3800–2500 BC.
Life would have been comparatively easy for the early
dwellers, thanks to fertile soil, mild climate and lack of
predators. It could also explain some of the beautiful 
art, such as painted huts and female figurines carved 
in stone. Helena Rääk, a student from Cyprus College 
of Art, was supported by CHANTICA. She said:

“Our college has established a link to the past and has
converted a former school building into artists’ studios.
The village has become
known as an art colony.”

Links in Lovely Lempa



Panos Papoutsis, from e-ISOTIS, 
answers some leading questions:

Can modern art be used to rescue skills, traditions
and local sustainable products?
“In my opinion, yes. The production of a modern piece
of art does not mean the latest technology. It can be
produced in ways that were used in the past. People 
are attracted by pieces of art with detailed craftwork.
They are willing to pay more for a fine detailed piece,
produced in a traditional way. 

“In Greece, you can find shops selling modern art 
produced by traditional methods. Greek and foreign
tourists like to buy them.”

Describe how art might give information 
about social and environmental problems?
“Art transmits messages about social and environmental
problems using environmentally friendly materials or
social messages. It can be modern and attractive. 
People can experience a fine piece of art and, at the
same time, respect the environment. Even an artistic
piece of cloth can include a social message, or a 
phrase to inform or motivate.

What is the best thing about joint 
European working?
“Learning about new cultures, new ways of 
communicating, thinking and working. Working with 
people from all over Europe and visiting their countries 
is invaluable. All in all, without any exaggeration, joint
European working apart from bringing people closer,
makes them wiser.”
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Based in Athens, e-ISOTIS is
named after the Ancient Greek
word for equality. Equality for
all is its mission. Working to
help people with disabilities,
and the elderly, overcome 
existing barriers, it uses 
innovative and accessible ICT,
along with appropriate training. 

The organisation joined CHANTICA so disabled people
could celebrate culture and nature in a creative way.

e-ISOTIS 
equality in action

Greece

Panos 

AEEIC - Cyprus

Many committed 
organisations helped the
centre become a reality,
including British military
bases, the Ministry of
Education of the Republic of
Cyprus (MoE) and the local
community. In 2008, helped
by the MoE, environmental
specialists were employed. 

Skills passed on 
to school children

Eleven educational 
programmes are offered 
to students and other groups
to introduce them to the 
significant environmental
and the cultural aspects of
the area. The MoE considers
the centre an integral part 
of its environmental 
education network. 
Support from the Ministry
and the Cyprus Pedagogical
Institute is continuous. 

The centre prides itself 
on serving the whole 
community. It is a place 
anyone can visit for 
interesting, motivating 
and specialised information
about Akrotiri and for the
surrounding area. 

Koula Michael, teacher, AEEIC.

Contact details:
Akrotiri Environmental Education and 
Information Centre 4640, Akrotiri village   

Tel. 00357 25826562    Fax: 00357 25826563    
Email: akrotiricentre@cytanet.com.cy

Cyprus

CHANTICA looked at
new uses for basket
making skills

Another important part of
the centre’s work has been
to link with EU lifelong 
learning programmes, 
such as Leonardo da Vinci,
Comenius, Grundtvig 
and Culture 2007-2013. 

.......................................................................
Marsh grass: Cutting various marsh grasses for making 
baskets stops aggressive species colonising and leads to 
greater biodiversity.

Akrotiri Environmental Education and Information
Centre came into being to help raise awareness and
preserve traditional basket making. 
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Many STROPEK members are involved with the 
children’s folk ensemble, Rosniãka (tree frog) and a 
similar initiative for youth, Stropkovãan. They unite 
young people from the town of Stropkov and its 
surrounding villages. 
Though the region’s customs, dance, and song the 
heritage of our forefathers is explored and cultural 
presentations are taken all over Europe. 
We try to improve the universal and professional 
development of our people in and around Stropkov, 
especially those in need, including children, youth, 
Roma and senior citizens.
Our many programmes are developed with domestic and
international partners from Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, England, Greece, Hungary, Germany, Iceland,
Ireland, Poland, Romania, Scotland, Slovenia and Turkey. 
We were particularly proud of the Art Heritage and Youth
Cultural Exchange, when young people from Scotland and
Slovakia helped take down, repair and reassemble the old
wooden church from Mikulasova at Bardejovské Kúpele
museum. 
Other milestones have been the seminar CIJOY -
Common Interests Join Our Youth, unforgettable Fashion
from the Landscape events and Leonardo da Vinci’s
mobility programme. This focused on nature protection
and sensitive use of the forest for everyone.  

STROPEK Citizens’ Association
For eight years STROPEK has celebrated 
the traditions of eastern Slovakia,
which has many minorities.
Our motto says it all:

“It is a happiness if our past 
helps us in our way to the future.”

Anna KneÏová, of STROPEK takes up the story:

“Through CHANTICA, we wanted to help our
young people recognise, value and celebrate their 
cultural and natural heritage through music, drama,
fashion, artistic production and traditional crafts. 

“From the beginning, the project gained great 
acceptance, not only from our young people and 
tutors, but from the general public across the region. 
It was a first, nothing like this had been seen before
and everyone was very proud of what they achieved.”

Anna KneÏová, of STROPEK explains:
“We show our children wise ways to use their free time,
through education and crafts. We organise seminars, 
lectures, creativity and art workshops, exchange visits 
and training courses.”

.......................................................................

CHANTICA: workshop opening in the village of Bruznica 
near Stropkov.
.......................................................................

.......................................................................
Contemporary art from traditional bobbin lace.
.......................................................................

..................................
Making corn dollies 
Contact: aknezova@zoznam.sk
..................................

v ‘
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.......................................
Traditional skills: Libby Urquart
decorating a piece of felt at the
Auchindrain Museum in Scotland.
.......................................

.......................................................................

Below, Slovakian glass: Libby Urquhart (right) with 
Ida Wollent look at the Andy Warhol-inspired glass art 
in Slovakia.
.......................................................................

Libby Urquhart
Director of ARCH

After studying fashion and textiles at Bradford College 
of Art, Libby went on to work at the Scottish Tartan
museum, cataloguing the collection and working with
historic costumes and textiles.  
A jewel the crown was the oldest fragment of tartan 
ever discovered, the Glen Affric sample, a beautiful 
tartan costume, pre-dating the 1746 Battle of Culloden.
Another prize exhibit was the enormous kilt worn by
George V when he visited Edinburgh in 1822.  
When the museum closed in 1992, Libby went back to
college to study heritage management. She explained:

“I had intended to carry on working with historic textiles,
however after an exciting Leonardo da Vinci visit to Iceland
my plans – and future – changed.

“While we were excavating and reconstructing a turf church,
the idea of becoming involved in European projects, which
could bring together experts, craftsmen, professionals and 
students, was far more appealing.

“This eventually to led to ARCH and the beginning 
of projects like CHANTICA.”

Libby still has a strong interest in traditional textiles, 
dyeing, knitting and weaving. Through CHANTICA, 
she learned how to make felt and this could become 
a new passion.

Since 2002, ARCH has been promoting cultural 
and natural heritage projects across Scotland. 
Based on the edge of the beautiful Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park at Comrie, Perthshire, ARCH
operates extensively with local partners specialising in
culture and nature offering a wide range of projects.

Current work includes:
Leonardo da Vinci, Culture 2007-2013
and Leader+ projects 

ARCH has developed contacts across Europe’s new
member states, countries that have 
a wealth of expertise to offer the UK.  
It manages Leonardo da Vinci’s
Nature Exchange and Innovation 
in Cultural Heritage Interpretation
(ICHI). These projects allow 
professionalsto visit their 
counterparts in Bulgaria, Latvia,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Italy, Iceland,
Poland, Turkey, Cyprus, Greece,
Germany, Ireland, Finland and
Norway to exchange ideas, 
information and skills.

ARCH 
Bridging the gap between 
Northern Britain and Europe



Landscape Shaped 
by Water

Bassenthwaite
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Reflections
Grampus has led seven projects for Heritage Lottery Fund supported Bassenthwaite Reflections,
a community landscape programme to help Bassenthwaite Lake and its precious Lake District 

surroundings in Cumbria. Reflections, made up of a number of partners, has 28 projects in four themes:

Access for All, Community Woodlands, Cultural Routeways, Landscapes Shaped by Water
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Norse heritage is seen all
over Cumbria. Experts and
communities joined forces 
to see how Vikings looked
after the land and lived 
creatively for centuries.

Fashion from the Landscape

Cultural Routeways

Our ancestors from around Bassenthwaite worked 
the land in a sustainable way, using traditional
skills and produce from the fields, woods and
mountains without causing unnecessary damage. 

We looked back at these cultures and showed how 
the landscape can be protected, while still providing 
a livelihood. Through match funding, CHANTICA
helped us involve young people from Europe and
allowed Cumbrians to visit Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Scotland and Cyprus. 

Art and fashion has been a phenomenally
successful hook to bring young people into
the environmental arena, helping them find
creativity while exploring culture, history and
nature.  Amazing costume and wearable art
have emerged, along with fashion 
shows and dramatic performances.

Search for the 
Norse Impact

Grampus worked on the Dubwath
Silver Meadows wetland nature
reserve, near Bassenthwaite, with
local and European volunteers to
construct Norse and Celtic style
bird-hides, paths and woven 
willow structures. 

............................................................
Marie Antoinette makes an appearance at 
Woolfest 2008.
............................................................

..................................
Martin Clark shows Cumbrian
pupils grass weaving.
..................................

..........................................
German students and local volunteers
hoisting one of the oak uprights into
place for the Celtic style bird hide.
..........................................



What’s in a Name? 
Place names are a 
legacy left behind by 
our ancestors, along 
with stories, skills and
dialect. Our place name
investigations led to
events and festivals that
celebrated their meaning. 

Unlocking Hidden Heritage
Our landscape is a treasure trove and we set about
revealing its secrets, whether they were social, 
industrial or environmental. Locals and visitors 
joined in successful archaeological surveys. One 
led to a Roman Fort dating back to the first century. 
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Lost in the Woods
Woods have been important through-
out history. We explored, revived and
celebrated our ancestors’ lives and
work in the woodlands.

Cultural Exchange
All over Europe, rural
areas are under threat
and in decline. 
We organised exchanges
between Cumbrians and
other EU countries to
share valuable knowledge
and experiences. Practical
ways to celebrate our 
culture and help the 
environment were
explored.  

Upstream
Young people, aged
between 16 and 25, 
experienced three 
compelling journeys
through Bassenthwaite’s
catchment area and 
similar ones in Slovakia,
Cyprus and Germany.

Education
Working with local schools on a range of cultural
themes, we introduced innovative practical skills and
training. It was also possible to visit schools in Cyprus,
Slovakia, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Finland, Germany and
Romania. 
.......................................................................

Andy Winthorpe explains bracken as thatching material 
to pupils from Bassenthwaite School, Cumbria.
.......................................................................

...................................................
Visitors enjoying the first Derwent oak festival
near Keswick, April 2009.
...................................................

.......................................................................

Ian Thomson and Tricia Brown, Unlocking Hidden Heritage
volunteers recording a find.
.......................................................................

................
Members of
West House,
Cumbria, learn
how to make a
Slovakian three
rail fence.
.................

For information on Bassenthwaite Reflections, ring 0044 (0)17687 73204,
email: reflections@environment-agency.gov.uk or visit www.bassenthwaite-reflections.co.uk

...................................................................

German and UK adventurers explore Bassenthwaite Lake.
...................................................................

.................................

Leonardo students learn
herbology in the Czech
Republic.
.................................
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Dubwath Silver Meadows

Wetland wonderland
Grampus created unique and applauded bird hides with 
a cultural and artistic twist at Dubwath Silver Meadows 
wetland nature reserve in Cumbria.

Volunteers from West House, a 
centre for young adults with learning
difficulties, and a CHANTICA group
from Germany, built a Celtic-style
round hide from wattle, daub, locally
burnt lime and local oak timbers.
The turf roof is now colonising with
native plants. 

Artwork around windows and viewing
slots means birdwatchers can peer
out through the mouths of shouting
Celtic warriors. Symbolism was also
used to show gods and deities. 

Not surprisingly, the hide attracts
more than birdwatchers; it’s a 
good place to inspire children. 
Stories of their ancestors can be 
told, describing how life was 
once much simpler without all the
environmental problems created by
modern-day living.

The Celtic hide at Dubwath has 
an arch carved from local pear
wood. This was the work of Helen
Elvin, with help from Jessica and
Tina, from Germany. The symbols of
water birds and interlocking knotwork
were chosen to illustrate the great
birdlife to be seen in this wetland
wonderland.

Luke Bryant 

..............................................
Top image: Innovative bird hide 
constructed using locally sourced 
timber, wattleand daub, lime and turf.

Above: Jessica and Tina outside the
archway.

Left: Volunteers from West House 
helping construct the Norse style 
nature hide.
..............................................

After for four years as an outdoor
instructor, I needed a career
change and became a Grampus
volunteer, working at Dubwath
Silver Meadows wetland reserve. 

Creating the Celtic roundhouse was
a great experience. It was good to
work alongside four German girls,
on placement with Grampus, and
local craftsmen. I got a lot out it,
practical skills and knowledge, as
well learning about the heritage
and history of Cumbria. 

Just as projects were winding down
for the winter - after some cajoling
on my part and a small leap of
faith on Martin Clark’s – I was
taken on as a paid Grampus youth
worker. 

Since then, I have been involved 
in several different projects, 
ranging from practical skills’ 
workshops to desk-based 
research, travelled across 
Europe, learned a great deal 
about the EU and will hopefully
work for Grampus for many years
to come.

.............................................
Top row images: Greylag Goose,
Sedge Warbler, Dubwath celtic 
opening, Snipe and Curlew.
..............................................

BASSENTHWAITE PROJECTS
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Some probably came to Cumbria 
as refugees, after a major defeat
and expulsion from Dublin. 
We feel sure they brought new ideas
about managing land, skills and
crafts, such as rag rug weaving, 
metalworking and stone and 
wood carving. 

Abi Leadbeater, from Torpenhow, 
in Cumbria, has been working with
Grampus to investigate the Viking
presence. Helped by Dave Watson,
Martin Clark and Andy Winthorpe,
information has been gathered to
inspire young people.

Norse Heritage

Search for our 
Norse Ancestors
Vikings who settled in Cumbria were a unique blend of people. 
We believe they were already mixed with some Celtic blood having 
initially settled in Ireland, west Scotland and the Isle of Man. 

BASSENTHWAITE PROJECTS

Abi told us: 

“Looking at archaeological, linguistic
and biological sources has helped
form new conclusions about the 
history of Cumbria and the part
Norse settlers have played in it. 

It is becoming increasingly clear
Vikings were not just the raiders 
that past generations have depicted.
Evidence suggests that the Norse
were fairly peaceful settlers who 
integrated well into the community.
These settlers have had a great
impact on the area and many native
Cumbrians today will have Viking
blood running through them”. 

...............................................

Colourful clothing: Norse ladies 
gathering natural dye herbs to colour
their clothes. They created a range of
contemporary costumes using history, 
culture and traditional skills.

...............................................

Middle image: Di Markam, a young
Cumbrian craft teacher and fashion
designer shares the art of felt with
Slovakians.

...............................................

Viking jewels: Abi in Norse dress. 
This elaborate Viking outfit, fastened 
with a pair of oval brooches, was called 
a hangerok. Only women of high social
status wore the jewels shown across the
front.

CHANTICA allowed young 
people from Cyprus, Greece,
Scotland, Slovakia and
Slovenia to join Cumbrians
to show how historic

Vikings can be a subject 
for art and fashion.

...............................................

Opposite and below: Viking Forge
workers.
...............................................
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Grampus and the future
As CHANTICA and the landscape partnership project in Cumbria, Bassenthwaite
Reflections, drew to a close, we began looking at the legacy and to the future. 
We learned a lot about the interpretation of culture, from archaeology to art, and 
we wanted to capitalise on it, involving many more people. Launching our vision 
for the future has come at a perfect time - 2009 is the European Year of Creativity.

We have exciting plans and ideas. Watch this space!

......................................................................
Trajan’s Forum in Rome: The project’s final exhibition 
will be here.
......................................................................

Roman Emperor Trajan was many things to many people 
1,900 years ago. He ruled when the line of Hadrian’s wall was
decided and many Roman forts were constructed in England.

He extended the Roman Empire north of the Danube 
by conquering the Dacians, now Romania, traded with
barbarians in modern day Slovakia, founded the first
shopping mall in Rome and created towns in Bulgaria. 

He also showed racial tolerance and mercy to minorities
in Cyprus and the Middle East. In a project supported 
by EU Culture 2007-2013, we plan to celebrate Trajan
through archaeology, re-enactment, craft skills, art 
and drama.

Emperor Trajan’s 
European Legacy

Celebrating 

.......................................................................
Trajan potter: Ruth, a potter from Cumbria, tries her hand at
the famous pottery.
.......................................................................

Kevin O'Connor - Making the Move

Visits to Cyprus and Bulgaria by Cumbrian artists Kevin
O’ Connor and Ruth Charlton prompted Kevin to talk
about a European destiny. 

Over twenty years ago, Ruth and I moved to the remote
hamlet of Ruthwaite, in Cumbria, from London. Ruth
worked in ceramics, whilst I concentrated on painting,
sculpture and some performance art. 

The contrasts and culture shock were quite extreme.
And a derelict barn had to be made into a habitable
home. Shelving our individual goals, we combined skills
and made a living from selling what we made. 

Ruth sculpted in wax and I produced multiples in plaster
or resin, selling the products at trade fairs in the UK. 

.......................................................................
Lempa Studio: Kevin at work in Lempa studio.
.......................................................................
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Grampus project manager, Luke Bryant, who has a
BA (Hons) in photojournalism, will investigate how 
our landscape has changed over the last 400 
years, digitally recreating historic paintings of 
local landscapes and people. We want to involve the
community and encourage young people to help in
the research. Old views and subjects will come 
back to life with a contemporary twist. 

We want to explore how the environment, landscape
and social circumstances have altered over time and
encourage people to talk about the changes.

Environmental issues, like climate change, are 
constantly in the public arena and this project 
will help show how things really have transformed.

From Paint
to Pixel

Living in a digital, technology-led age,
we like to keep up with the times. 
Using digital images for interpretation 
is constantly developing. 

.................................

Luke Bryant
.................................

................................
Ceramic head: ‘Abbie’ 
by Ruth Charlton.
.................................

We eventually returned to
our own creative work
after about ten years.

Discovering Grampus,
and its involvement with 
a wide-ranging European
agenda on cultural and 
historical matters, was 
a real revelation to us.

Through teaching, 
exhibiting and selling our
art, we had a network of
contacts, but Grampus
gave us the chance to
widen our scope and
involve our four children 
in great events. 

Strengthening links with
our European partners is
essential to the economic
wellbeing of remote rural
communities like ours,
and we are only to happy
to play our part.

Support is being 
sought from the EU’s 
Youth-in-Action 
programme and 
partners will be from 
at least four European
countries.



Clay is locally-sourced and used for sustainable building
across Europe. For centuries, it was used on Cumbria’s
Solway Plain for houses and farm structures. These
buildings, were known as clay dabbins. They have 
survived for hundreds of years and the construction has
changed little. Once, they were common in England,
often known as cob buildings in the southern counties.
No one knows how many have survived, but it must 
be many hundreds. Around three hundred have 
been identified.

Grampus has shared the techniques with people in
Slovakia and Denmark to restore houses and build
saunas and bird hides. Through Bassenthwaite
Reflections, we trained local people in wattle and daub
techniques. Now, joining forces with Carlisle City
Council and the North of England Civic Trust - 
supported by English Heritage – we have the 
opportunity to highlight the importance of this 
tradition to the people of Cumbria - and Europe.

We will be running training programmes in clay dabbin
for repair, restoration and new builds for the next three
years.  
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In the summer of 2009, 50 young people and group
leaders from five European countries arrived in
Cumbria to develop a hard-hitting performance 
featuring sustainable art and fashion.

Six serious issues affecting young people in rural areas
were highlighted. They included: disadvantaged
women; poor housing; lack of social opportunity; high
unemployment; racial intolerance and poor transport. 

A Youth Agenda for Rural Change will also be developed
for a presentation in Finland. The partners are from
regions with the same problems and opportunities as
Cumbria and will champion great things too, like
fantastic cultural and natural assets. Transylvania, 
southern Slovakia, Bulgaria’s Stara Planina mountains,
the Troodos mountains in Cyprus and the Estonian
island of Saaramaa will all be represented.

Clay dabbins 
training in Cumbria

YOUTH ACTION 
FOR RURAL FUTURES

.......................................................................
Young Romanians: Martin Clark, of Grampus, will lead the
youth project – here he is with young Romanians in Transylvania.
.......................................................................

Grampus and the future

.......................................................................
Hand-made house in Slovakia using clay, straw and adobe bricks
.......................................................................

.......................
Left: Sifting soil
ready for making into
clay bricks - Slovakia
Aug 2009
.......................
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In February 2010, Grampus will complete two adult 
education networks and enter into a three-year initiative,
working with up to 20 countries. Grundtvig is part of the
EU’s Life Long Learning programme.

Grundtvig networks

In the past 24 months, through CHANTICA we
have made incredible strides forward on so many
fronts, reaching over 400 people in six different
countries.

I hope you have enjoyed reading about the projects
and the truly amazing young people who have 
made CHANTICA one of the most exciting and
worthwhile projects I have had the privilege to be
involved with.

So much of our work has been in eastern Europe,
where for too long a gaping chasm separated people
whose lives, cultures and history were inextricably
joined. CHANTICA has not been the product of 
a divided continent, but a powerful shout for unity.

Your young people will move on with their lives,
but most will never forget what CHANTICA has
helped them achieve.They are the future of Europe
and we are proud of their talents,
commitment, understanding and 
passion.We are in safe hands and 
wish them well on their journey.

Martin Clark,

November 2009

the 
final 
curtain

Through Leonardo da Vinci,Youth, and Culture
2007-2013, we have made a massive impact over 
32 European countries in the last 12 years.

CHANTICA, supported by Culture 2007-2013,
has been the culmination of a lot of rich and 
varied work that has changed lives.

For me, this is the real European Union;
nothing to do with if a cucumber is straight
enough or whether we use inches or centimetres
to measure things.

The Grundtvig Programme
is about Adult Education,
but by entering into it,
Grampus can add it to
existing work with young
people and students and
serve more people. There
will be two networks. One
celebrates and creates 
festivals with partners in
Ireland, Iceland, Germany
and Cyprus. The other 
will be based around 
traditional skills, especially
linking to art and craft. 
In many ways this 

...............................

above: Luke Bryant 
working with Romanian 
students.

left: Martin Clark, with 
a CHANTICA group.

below: Young people need
to have their own voice.
................................

Through Grundtvig,
Grampus will be able to
develop adult education
and help them in targeted
learning.

.......................................................................
Luke Bryant: With Germans and Romanians in 
St. Johns-in-the-Vale.
.......................................................................

continues the work 
of CHANTICA. 

Partners will be in Cyprus,
Slovakia, Slovenia,
Romania, Finland and
Bulgaria but we hope also
to add Turkey, Croatia,
France and Italy.


